1 Variance estimation for the excess estimate
Theoretical asymptotic variance estimate
For a given center j, the excess measure is E j (t) = i∈ center j , where x i,c = 1 is to be interpreted as 'x i,c =1, and all other x i,c =0 '. Since this is a linear combination of predicted incidences, the variance V j (t) of this excess can be developed using all the variances of and covariances between the separate terms. Using the generic notation x and x for the complete vector of predictors (including center indicators) and β df d and β oc for the estimated model parameters, each covariance is: where S is the overall survival, F f the cumulative incidence for cause f , Λ 0,f the baseline cumulative cause f -specific hazard, and φ f (t; x) = t 0 S(u; x)(x −x(β f , u))e β f x dΛ 0,f (u), ψ f,g (t; x) = t 0 (F f (t; x) − F f (u; x)) (x −x(β g , u)) e β T g x dΛ 0,g (u)
,
This covariance expression is obtained in a very similar way to that of [1] , and we refer to their paper for details on the derivation, and the development of an estimator.
Assessment of the theoretical variance expression through simulation
We simulate a setting with 1000 patients equally spread over 10 centers. Patients are accrued over a period of 3 years, after which there is an additional 5-year follow-up period. Two causes of death (oc and df d) occur, with both baseline cause-specific hazards constant at 0.2. Patient covariates are sex (drawn at random from a binomial with success rate 50%), and age in years (drawn from a uniform distribution between 30 and 60). The simulations use a fixed design matrix (i.e. each simulation uses the same randomly chosen set of patient severities). The log df d-specific hazard ratios attached to sex and age are 0.2 and 0.01 respectively, the log oc-specific hazard ratios are 0.1 and -0.01. The first four centers perform good for both causes, with both log hazard ratios (compared to one reference center) drawn from a uniform distribution between -1 and 0. One center has average performance (at random between -0.5 and 0.5), and four perform bad (between 0 and 1). We performed 1000 simulations, and evaluated the excesses at t = 5 years.
For practical reasons, the outcomes in this simulation are based on a slightly different definition of the excess outcome. Rather than comparing the center's expected incidence with the average expected incidence, we compare it to a single 'average' reference center, located at the average log cause-specific hazard ratios for both causes. Now using the notation X c for a set of effect-coded dummy variables, the new measure is:
This measure is much less computationally heavy, and is very similar to the measure used in the main text. The performance of the variance estimator for this measure (derived along the same lines as before), is expected to be representative of that in the setting from the main text.
An indication of the unbiasedness of the excess estimates is found in Figure 1 . While the excess estimates appear unbiased, the coverage of the confidence intervals over all excess df d-specific cumulative incidences, based on the theoretical variance expressions, is only 88%. A further limited simulation study at higher sample sizes did not improve this behavior. This indicates that the average variance estimates are in fact too low, perhaps even asymptotically, and that the use of for example a parametric bootstrap approach is probably more appropriate.
1.3 Some details on the parametric bootstrap to assess the variance When using a parametric bootstrap to assess the variances of the excess estimates, we fit our model to the observed data, followed by simulations from the fitted distributions, and refitting of the model. In this way, the parameters of interest (i.e. the patient-or hospital-level excesses), can be recomputed based on the refitted models, and the empirical covariance matrix over all simulations estimates the true covariance matrix.
In the simulation step of this approach, we fit cause-specific proportional hazards models to the two possible outcomes, an event of interest or death from another cause. An event time for individual i is then simulated by drawing U ∼ U [0, 1], and mapping this back to a time t, applying equation (3) from the main text for patient i. Next, one draws the outcome type from a binomial distribution, taking the ratios of fitted hazards as probabilities, i.e.
with f ∈ {df d, oc}. Next, the censoring distribution is applied to the outcomes. Depending on the setting, this can be based on external information (e.g. known censoring times when only administrative censoring occurs), on a fitted censoring distribution, or on a mix of both. In our simulated example, we assume the censoring distribution is known, as it is in the Riksstroke register.
To avoid missing important structure in the underlying baseline hazards, simulations can be based on the original Breslow-estimates (as we will do in the remainder of the text). Only applying constant baseline cause-specific hazards may sometimes lead to serious deviations [2] , although piecewise constant baseline hazards may capture the most important time-effects, while the computations to map U back to t are slightly easier than those based on the Breslowestimator. With an appropriate number of change points, the difference in variance between the two approaches should be minimal.
Example R-code for analysis and simulation
Our method was implemented in the free software environment R (http://www.r-project. org/). The code consists of the simulation of data, the evaluation of the cause-specific proportional hazards models, the prediction of the cumulative incidences and finally the computation of the excess outcome measure. A theoretical variance is computed on this outcome.
This example uses a different setting from before. We simulate a setting with 900 patients equally spread over 9 centers. Patients are uniformly accrued over a period of 3 years, after which there is an additional 5-year follow-up period. Only administrative censoring occurs, which is independent of survival here. Two causes of death (0 and 1) occur, the baseline cause-0-specific hazard is constant at 0.042, the baseline cause-1-specific hazard is constant at 0.097, leading to an overall baseline survival at 5 years of 50%. Of the centers, three have a patient population that experiences severe illness (with patient severity-of-illness scores uniform between 4.5 and 9.5), three a population with moderate illness (scores uniform between 2.5 and 7.5) and three one with minor illness (uniform between 0.5 and 5.5). This severity of illness has a log cause-1-specific hazard ratio of 0.04 and a log cause-0-specific hazard ratio of 0.02. In each category of severity of illness, one center has an average performance (log cause-1 hazard ratio = 0), one has below average performance (log cause-1 hazard ratio compared to average = 0.2) and one has above average performance (log cause-1 hazard ratio = -0.2). The effects on the cause-0-specific hazard are similar, but always halve in size.
Generating the data A small function is provided for ordering the data according to observation time. This function assumes no ties occur (and adds a minute quantity to censored data, to provide proper risk set definitions).
Data are simulated using the latent variables framework [3] .
### functions ### # function for ordering the data set according to increasing observation time timeorder=function(data){ data$times=data$times+0. ### simulation ### ### settings ### # input set.seed(666) n=900; nsim=100; numbcent=9 h1=0.0970; h2=0.0416 accrual=3; minfollowup=5; evaltime=5 npatcov=1 # the number of patient covariates (here only severity of illness) muc=c(rep(3,300),rep(5,300),rep(7,300)) #mean of severity per center X=runif(n,muc-2.5,muc+2.5) # severity of illness cent=rep(1,100) for(cc in 2:numbcent){cent=c(cent,rep(cc,100))} Zin=cbind(X,cent) # setting the true coefficients # first number is severity of illness logHR, next ones give center effects betaecht1=c(0.04,0.02,-0.02,0,0.02,-0.02,0,0.02,-0.02) # 3 center types: bad-medium-good betaecht2=c(0.02,rep(0,numbcent-1)) # no center effect on comp risk # derived quantities # effect coded center: 1=observed center, 0=all others, except for the first center=-1 Computation of the excess and the theoretical variance The following code calculates the excess of each center, and the variance on each excess. However, the variance calculation is fairly time consuming, and in optimizing it the structure of the calculations has lost some clarity. When possible, the names of the computed quantities correspond to those used in the article text (mainly the variance components given earlier). 
,ncol=nZ,nrow=nZ)
# storage devices (2n rows, contain observed data and data in the 'average' center phi1z=matrix(NA,ncol=nZ,nrow=2*n) phi2z=matrix(NA,ncol=nZ,nrow=2*n) phi1zster=matrix(NA,ncol=nZ,nrow=2*n) phi2zster=matrix(NA,ncol=nZ,nrow=2*n) psi11z=matrix(NA,ncol=nZ,nrow=2*n) psi12z=matrix(NA,ncol=nZ,nrow=2*n) psi11zster=matrix(NA,ncol=nZ,nrow=2*n) psi12zster=matrix(NA,ncol=nZ,nrow=2*n)
# make data set with both observed data and 'average' center data Checking the output When there is knowledge of the true cause-specific baseline hazards, the true center effects and the composition of each center's patient population, the expected value for the excess is easily calculated. This code provides this calculation. 2 The Riksstroke data set: additional information
Descriptives for the Riksstroke data set
The version of the Riksstroke data set that we used contains information on the first admission to 90 centers between January 1st, 2001 and December 31st, 2009 for 187,264 patients. The patient distribution over the years was fairly uniform. Within one year, the distribution shows a slight decrease in the summer months. The distributions of the binary covariates in the data set are shown in Table 1 
Output from the proportional cause-specific hazards models
This section contains tables of the model parameter estimates for the proportional cause-specific hazards models. In the modeling of age, the covariates age >T are defined as:
This implies that, to obtain the slope in the region just above T, the log cause-specific hazard ratio for age >T needs to be added to the slope that exists just below T . For example, for the cause of interestβ age is 0.04276, whileβ age>50 is 0.00592. This means that the log hazard ratio for an age of 56 years (> 50), compared to an age of 0, is in fact: 0.04276 * 56 + 0.00592 * (56-50) = 2.43008. In this way, the negative β estimates for higher ages, may simply reflect that the hazard still increases, but at an ever slower rate. The covariate age cut is 0 when age is below 80 years, and 1 when it is above. Its inclusion in an interaction with education allows for a jump at age 80, with different education effects in the very old, the need for which is indicated by the differing missingness mechanism for education in that group. The flexibility of the piecewise linear age model (with all other covariates fixed at an unspecified level) is illustrated in Figure 3 , and compared to the actual model fit for death from disease.
More details on the all-cause excess as an additional quality measure
One could argue that patients' interest lies primarily at the all-cause level, and that an excess all-cause incidence more directly adresses this. One could define such an all-cause excess for a given center j as
where F (t) is the all-cause cumulative incidence at time t, z is a suitable set of risk factors for all-cause mortality, x i,c ≡ 1 is to be interpreted as 'x i,c =1, and all other x i,c =0 '. The cumulative incidence F (t, x i , z) can then be derived from a fitted all-cause Cox-model aŝ with theβ x andβ z the estimated hazard ratios connected to hospital choice and to baseline covariates, respectively, and t 0λ 0 (s)ds the estimate of the baseline cumulative hazard, all of which are obtainable in most software packages able to fit the Cox model. This outcome in some sense bridges the gap between the RSMR on the one hand, and the two ECSCIs on the other: while the RSMR is a relative measure relating to all-cause outcomes, the ECSCIs measure cause-specific absolute differences. The excess all-cause incidence stands between these.
One advantage of the all-cause excess (compared to the ECSCIs) is the lower complexity of this outcome, although one should keep in mind that variance expressions are still complex, and are most likely easiest to obtain through bootstrapping. Which advantage does the ECSCI offer then? As we will show, the ECSCI largely offers a useful decomposition of the all-cause excess, and thus refines the information conveyed, and may more precisely indicate problems in the delivered care.
First, for the Swedish Riksstroke data, compare the all-cause excess to the RSMR in Figure  4 (all following figures use the color coding of figure 2 from the main text). The correlation here is relatively strong, although the difference between the relative RSMR and the absolute all-cause excess is clearly visible.
Next, Figure 5 shows a very strong correlation between the all-cause excess and the sum of the two cause-specific ECSCIs. This is to be expected, as both relate to the same estimand, and only differ in the underlying models. It is perhaps noteworthy that the model underlying the all-cause excess is mostly a constrained special case of the system of cause-specific models underlying the ECSCIs, and thus a bit less flexible. In small samples, the cause-specific models on the other hand may be less stable. This indicates that the cause-specific ECSCI incorporate all information available in an all-cause excess. In our Riksstroke analysis, the models also differ in that the winter month indicator is not part of the proportional other-cause hazards model, while it is included in the all-cause model.
Finally, the added value of having the cause-specific ECSCIs becomes apparent once the comparison between the two ECSCIs and the all-cause excess is made. Figure 6 shows how ECSCIs decompose the overall mortality structure in two processes of two different death causes, which may more precisely indicate problems in the delivered care. In Figure 6 , left panel, one can for example see in one center (indicated by the arrow) how the all-cause excess is very low (indicating decreased mortality) while the DFD-specific ECSCI Figure 5 : Comparison of two ways to obtain an excess all-cause incidence.
(a) death from disease (b) other causes Figure 6 : The decomposition of the all-cause excess into two parts reflected by the ECSCIs.
is rather average. In another center, the all-cause excess is practically 0, while the stroke-related mortality is in fact decreased there. In Figure 6 , right panel, the correlation between the allcause excess and the other-cause ECSCI is much weaker, in line with the DFD being the primary cause-of-death, and there being less pronounced ECSCIs for the OC-deaths (similar to figure 6 , main text).
Additional material on the relation between the ECSCIs and the cause-specific hazard ratios
Contrasting the ECSCIs with the log cause-specific hazard ratios (the γ's) may be interesting, since they are alternative quality measures that are much easier to calculate. Still, while these hazard ratios offer a purer perspective on underlying effects playing primarily on one type of outcome, their meaning is hard to operationalize and often leads to confusion. [4, 5, 6] Since the agreement between both approaches is not perfect, and depends on the setting, and because the interpretation of the excesses is more directly useful by relating to an observable risk, we feel that it is worth reporting the ECSCI, instead of (or at least next to) the cause-specific hazard ratios.
